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Of the $230 total, $60 in fines
was suspended by the commission.
Most of the suspended fines were
levied for posting violations, such
as Robert Roybal's illegal placing
of ads in the SUB.
Patrice Tomasi, commission
chairperson,
said,
"Robert
(Roybal) told me he and Rudi
(Martinez, another senator) were
the only people legally in possession
of the campaign posters and they
didn't post any in the SUB."
Wade Moody, ASUNM attorney
general, said, ''The commission

Short sleeve knit shirts in many
styles and colors. Crew neck or
collared. 11.00,12.00 & 17.50

Western
and
traditional
styles. Famous maker shirts
in S M L XL sizes.

9.99

Basic Levis in Denim and cordoroy. Big Bell bell bottom
and boot-cut denim Bell & Big
Bell cords in brown, tan,
blues, gray and white. $12.00

FIESTA

Other famous maker brands of
pants and.shirts now in stock:
KENNINGTON
SHIRT lANGUAGE
LEVIS SHIRTS
CIRCUS MAXIMUS
MAD MAN
BRITIANIA SHIRTS

Brittania Fashion Jeans-Several
styles to choose from in White,
Khaki and denim, with fancy or
plain pockets available in sizes
28-36.
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By JOHN MAJESKI
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Workers set up booths in preparation for Fiesta week. Fiesta, an
annual event at UNM, provides a "last chance for students to party on campus
before finals."

'

I

you'll
save 256.70 on
this complete
Marantz-Garrard
stereo system I

The annual Fiesta being held on
the Sherman Smith Mali this
Thursday and Friday will give
students a chance to experience the
cultural
entertainment
availabailities at UNM.
< •-

In the 50's, the Fiesta was more
of a community event including a
rodeo at the state fair grounds, and
beard growing and beer drinking
contests that provided a "grand
'ole oprey" type of celebration.
This year, students from various
departments in the University will
provide the bulk -of the en-

Marantz 22208 AM/ FM receiver features 20
watts oer channel minimum RMS at 8 ohms from 20
to 20.00o Hz with no more than 0.5% total harmonic
distortion. both channels driven.
Marantz lmperlal-15 speakers; three-way speaker
system with 10" woofer, 5" midrange and 3" tweeter
with frequency response of 50 to 18,000 Hz.
Garrard 440M turntable features a low-mass
aluminum tonearm with counterweight, adjustable
anti-skating control and Pickering V15 ATE4. cartridge.

.

SHOP DILLARD'S MONDAY-FRIDAY 10-9, SATURDAY 10-6, SUNDAY 12-5

During debate on the ad, commission member Frank Allen said,
"We (the commission) are entitled
to judge this ad by intent. .. and by
intent it is clearly defamatory."
The Student Alliance party was
fined $10 for placing campaign
literature on a garbage can. Russell
Sommers, a successful Alliance
candidate, said "1 don't think any
candidate you see smiling at you
from that poster would have put it
on a garbage can. I suggest you
fine us and suspend the fine." The
$10 fine was · suspended by the
commission.
The commission questioned
Garcia about a full-page ad which
ran in the April12 LOBO, soliciting
co.nt. on page .3:

tertainment consisting of dancers,
poets, readers and musicians. Arts
and crafts displays and food booths
will also be provided. New attractions this year include a
skydiving demonstration and a
fiddling group.
ASUNM senator Rudy Martinez
said the budget committee has
$2,900 to work with "to provide a
last chance for students to party on
campus before finals." The budget,
at one time, he said, allowed
professional groups to add to the
festivities.
Now, more students will provide
entertainment, which Martinez said

he feels is a better idea.
"Alcohol problems," said
Martinez, "depend on the intensity
of the Fiesta and conduct control of
the campus police, as disturbances
have occured in the past."
Tobias Duran, Chicano studies
coordinator, said that he "would
like to see a more accurate reprsentation of a genuine type of
fiesta," a term derived from
Spanish origin. Duran also said that
"the fiesta should involve
everyone, but not to the point
where the true meaning is missed; a
relaxed situation for people to
enjoy and understand differnet
qualities of cultures."

to attend last meeting
by D.M. FLYNN
Written on the chalkboard in
front of the meeting room were the
words "Out with the old and in
with the new." But some of the
"old" didn't show up Wednesday
for the last ASUNM Senate meeting
oft he semester.
The senate fell one short of the
required 13 senators to fill the
quorum requirement. Senators R.
J. Laino, Millie Arviso, John
Kelso, Marc Seidman and Rudy
Martinez were absent. Mart inez
showed up after the head count,
however, and said he was in a Fiesta
Committee meeting.
Legislation to have been considered by the senate Wednesday
included a bill that would

continued on page 6

Plants
Toxic

Unit treats traumas
About 80 percent of the
patients treated at the Bernalillo
County Medical Center BCMC
Burn and Trauma Unit are male,
said the unit's head nurse, Kerry
Dalen. She said many injuries are
associated with a person's work.
Men do things that many women do
not do, in terms of using machinery
or lighting fires, she said.
The ages of burn and trauma
patients vary. There does not seem
to be a season for an increase in
burn injurie~, she said. Gas stoves
cause many burn injuries in the fall,
she said, and camping stoves and
lanterns are a major cause in
summer months.
Gasoline accidents are most
common, said Dalen, but other
accidents
involve
electrical
equipment, gas heaters and
flammable substances.
Burn victims from around the
state are treated at the 17-bed unit.
It is the only burn and trauma unit
in New Mexico. Sometimes burn
patients from southern Colorado,
eastern Arizona and southern Utah
are treated at the unit. Dalen said it
is up to the victim's physician. Burn
victims are usually flown to BCMC
if they are beyond 180 miles from
the hospital, she said. Patients
injured closer to BCMC are

specifically outline the duties of the
ASUNM Lobby Committee as well
as establish a mechanism for
determining the committee's
priorities.
Senator Phil Hernandez, who is
the bill's co- sponsor, said the
legislation would primarily be "an
extensive revamping of the Lobby
Committee by adding to the
committee's function of lobbying
before the University administration.''
Included with the plan to revamp
the lobby efforts was bill number 14
which would repeal law 5-4-72, the
old Lobby Committee law.
Hernandez was also the sponsor
of a resolution in support of City
Council President Patrick J. Baca's

Some

'Uphill Battle'

By CONNIE GRIFFIN

If purchased separately;
329.95 ........... Marantz 22209 receiver
159.90 ... Marantz lmperial-15 speakers. pr.
114.85 ...••..•.. Garrard 440-M turntable
604.70 Total

must decide if a candidate is fully
responsible for all of his campaign
materials.''
The Senate Gallery, an ASUNMchartered organization held
responsible for the "Curious
Coalition" ad which ran in the
April 11 LOBO, was fined $25 for
"defamatory campaign literature."

'Old' senators fail
Photo by Jea neue KIna

HIS
HD LEE
PERSPECTIVE
FARRAH
HAGGAR
METRO
LEVIS (PANTEIJ\ AND WILDFIRE)

The Elections Commission levied
fines totaling $230 to candidates in
the April 12 ASUNM election

Garcia, still under investigation by
the commission, suffered the
heaviest fine of an individual. He
was hit with a total of $55 in
citations.
The Coalition Party,
found guilty of four campaign
violations, was also fined $55.

FIESTA '78
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men'scoffon
sport shirts

by BILL ROBERTSON
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charged with campaign violations.
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Vice-president-elect Leonard
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Violators fined

transported by ambulance.
She said trauma patients have
injuries that affect more than one
bodily system. She said a trauma
patient may have a gunshot wound
or a stab wound or one or more
injures from an auto accident. In
addition, a trauma patient may also
have burn injuries, such as a person
burned in an auto accident, said
Dalen. Of the 17 beds in the unit, 8

by JOHN CHADWICK
The innocent-looking
philodendron, if eaten, may
produce symptoms like swelling,
pain a.nd itching.
A brochure available from the
New Mexico Poison Center lists
many outdoor and common house
' plants along with their "toxic
' ·classifications".
Dr. William Troutman of the
center said the plants listed in the
brochure arc ones normally found
in New Mexico.

cont:inued on page 6

CPR class
to be held
The UNM Student Health Center
will conduct a class in May to teach
the life-saving technique of cardiopulmanary resusitation to ·
anyone interested.
UNM physician Larry Clevenger
said the class will be taught by staff
members of the Health Center.· He
said persons who {!DfOII will be
taught the technique as well as how
to tell if someone needs such aid.
Classes will be held twice daily in
three-hour sessions from May IS to
May 19 at the Student Health
Center, Dr. Clevenger said.
Many common houseplants can be poisonous if
Health Center members are
eaten.
conducting the class at no charge.
"We are doing it as a service to the
UNM community," he said.

The toxic effects of plants, the
brochure said, "nmge from mild
skin or gastrointestinal irritation to
serious reactions." The serious
reactions may include problems
with the nervous system.
Troutman said the toxic
classifications listed in the brochure
are not "definative", but are meant
to act as a guideline as to what
symptoms may occur through the
intake of the plants listed.
Photo by James Fisher

And, of course, the brochure lists
the majestic fruitless mulberry and
the morning glory, which grow
wild, as being capable of producing
hallucinations.
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ROME (UPI) - It was only. a
mild four-letter word Patrizia
Oallizio uttered in anger over the
delay of her flight. How was she to
know it might end up in a threat to
halt all Italian air transport?
Three-hundred Pilots of ATI, a
domestic subsidiary of A:litalia
Airlines, staged a 24-hour strike
Wednesday, and Alitalia pilots said
they may follow suit to protest the
dismissal of AJ'I pilot Luciano
Santoro.

~
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· passenger earlier this month on
Santoro's plane, who became upset
when a pilots' "go-slow-for-higherpay" action delayed takeoff.
"What sh--s," she admits having
said. The word is not considered an
espcially harsh epithet in Italy.
But a steward heard the remark,
reported it to Santoro Hnd the pilot
ordered Mrs. Oalllizio off the
plane. Next thing he knew, the
company fired him.
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World News

It all started with Mrs. Oallizio, a
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CAMPUS BRIEFS

EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE
(downstairs in the Fine Arts Complex)
tickets-$1.50 or $1.00(gr«?ups of ten or more)
at Fine Arts Box Office 277-4t02

E·rlichman on parole
SAFFORD, Ariz. (UPI) -John
D. Ehrlichman, who with H.R.
Haldeman formed the "Berlin
Wall" of the Nixon White House,
leaves federal prison a free man
today after serving 18 months.
· Ehrlichman, who was Nixon's
· chief domesti.~: ·adviser, was expected to leave · : the sprawling
237-acre St.afford MinimumSecurity Facility, where he has lived
among illegal aliens and drug
offeiiders, in the pre-dawn hours.
His plans were carefully guarded.
Ehrlichman, 53, was convicted in
July 1974 of participating in the
Watergate coverup, including
charges of conspiracy, obstruction
of justice and lying to a grand jury.
He also served a concurrent sentence for helping plan the break-in
at the office of Dr. Daniel
Ells berg's psychiatrist in the
Pentagon Papers case.

2 killed
in blast
TEL AVIV, Israel (UPI) -Two
German pilgrims were killed and six
were wounded Wednesday in a
grenade attack on a tourist bus
parked in the main square of the
Israeli-occupied town of Nablus,
. the government radio said.
The bus had stopped in Nablus
on the way back from a four-day
tour of the Galilee and someone
tossed the grenade into the bus
through an open window, the
report said.
The pilgrims were members of
the Lutheran Church who came to
visit the Holy Land during the
Easter season.
Army helicopters helped take the
casualties to hospitals and
authorities closed off the West
Bank town to search for suspects.
In Jerusalem, the owners of the
Orient Taxi Tourist Agency in the
Arab eastern section of town
complained that their vehicles have
had trouble in Nablus previously.
They cited broken· windows and
dents in the body work of buses.
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Ehrlichman originally was
sentenced to 2 112 to 8 years, but
the sentence was reduced to I to 4
years last year, and the U.S. Parole
Commission approved his parole
last December. ·
During his stay here, Ehrlichman
told federal judge John Sirica last
year that he was " paying the
price" for lying in the scandal that
toppled Richard Nixon from the
presidency.
"i went and lied and Pm paying
the price for the lack of will
power," he told the judge in a
recorded statement. "I have
resolved to live my life in a very
different way."
Ehrlichman will be the first of
Nixon's top aides to be released.
Haldeman, Nixon's former chief
of staff, is scheduled for a parole
interview next week at the feaeral
prison camp at Lompoc, Callr. 'He
becomes eligible for parole June 20.
John Mitchell, formet Attorney
General, is eligible for parole June

(ne.tt

1/mn (c• Ca.lnJ ilntii/Oru,~;;,

<is at Washington.
55-8736'

It was f.!Ot known where Ehrlichman would go. He and his wife
separated after Watergate and she
now lives in Seattle. He owns a
home in Santa Fe, where he lived in
seclusion . before surrendering to
begin his prison sentence Oct. 28,
1976.
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Ten Minutes
From UNM
N.
4200 Boqan N.E.,

881-4141
Student Discount Available

The Student Health Center will
.conduct free classes in the
technique of cardiopulmonary
resusitation May 15-19. The classes
will be held twice daily from 9 a.m.
to noon and from I to 4 p.m. at the
Health Center.

Clark Colahan of the UNM ~ Fiesta clean-up committee still
international programs office said needs workers. Two nights, two to
the awards,' which were approved thtee hours a night, $2.65 an hour.
by the consortium's international
education committee, will finance
GSA
Student
Research
summer research in Honduras, Allocations Committee will hold its
·Mexico and Colombia.
final meeting Monday, May I, and
will consider all proposals for
"The amounts of the grants are summer projects.
not large," Colahan said, "This
The ASUNM crafts shop offers
The impact of separation and year they are mostly from $400 to
basic
instruction
in
divorce on parents and adolescents $500 per grant. The money is in- free
will be discussed at a workshop tended to supplement other sources photography, jewelry and ceramics.
Friday and Saturday (April 28-29) of support available to the The shop is open Monday through
recipients."
Thursday, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. and
at the Albuquerque Inn.
Friday lO a.m. to 5 p.m. It is dosed
The workshops are being
sponsoi'ed by the Community
He said six of the eight recipients on weekends.
Mental Health Resource and have agreed to pooi their funds as
Dr. DiPalichy of the Summit
Education Center (COMHREC), a part of a work-study project in
Lighthouse
will present an indivision of the University of New Central America. The six will
Mexico Sch-ool or' Medicine, conduct their research while troductoory lecture on the
teachings of the ascended masters
department of psycliiatry, and the working with a government agent
I at 105 Stanford SE.
May
or a Peace Corps volunteer, They
will be based in Honduras.
Las Campanas, the UNM junior
honorary, wiii honor new members
The award winners and topics of and the four e(lucators-of-thetheir research are: Miguel Quin- month chosen this semester at a
continued from .-a• 1
tana, "Compilation of a Register of potluck Sunday, April 30, at 1';30
votes for Mimi Swanson and Agencies in Central America Open p.m. at the Canterbury Chapel.
Garcia, both who were elected to·
office.
According to LOBO
The Urantia St~dy Group will
recorGS, the CO!Ilmission said, the to Vo~l,IQteer Student Workers"; meet tonight in room' 23·1-B of the
ad was placed· by ti:u; ..l-obo·Men's Kar~:n ·..:Btiicken, "Roles of Black SUB.
.
Shop, and cost $192. Moody said, ·Woniert in Honduras"; Sandra
"l.f the Men's Shop contributed ·Glinski, "Financial Records of
The Icarus Sport Patachute Club
money for the ad, then it was a Farm Cooperatives in Honduras"; will have a skydiving demonstration
Kopecby,
"Human
campaign contribution and, as such Shirley
over Johnson Field Friday, April
should be listed on your (Garcia's) Parasites in Honduras."
28, at noon.
financial statement.''
Garcia argued that the ad was the
~esponsibility of Albert Candelaria,
SOLAS and GABS will sponsor a
a friend of his. "I didn't know
pany Friday, April28, at 9:30p.m.
about the ad," he said. Tomasi
at the International Center.
said, "Albert Candelaria went to
the Lobo Men's Shop and asked
Dr. Catherin Macken will present
them to place the ad."
The commission originally "A Stochastic Model for the
wanted to invalidate Garcia's Growth of a Migratory Bird
election on the grounds that he P<P,lulation" April 28 at 3 p.m. in
HAYA'I SHALOM
allegedly turned in an inaccurate room 42S of the humanities
financial statement. After debate, building.
Recorded Message
it amended that move in favor of
Phone 296·8568
fining him $35.
The ad contained signatures of
between 30 and 40 persons who, as
"the undersigned," were supposed
lo have paid for the ad. Ike S.
Davis, one of the signers, submitted
a notarized, signed document to the
commission disclaiming any involvement in the ad.
The commission, hoping to
... --determine if "everything is kosher"
with the ad, as Moody put it,
motioned to continue the investigation by questioning both
Albert Candelaria and Mimi
Swanson. Allen said, "I'd like to
charge Mimi Swanson with submitting an inaccurate financial.
statement."
The commission is giving those
found guilty of violations five days
to either pay or appeal their fines.
iscovE~r North America's first wild and
"When all the fines have been
Scenic river. See New Mexico as few
collected," Moody said, "we will
people ever have. Cboose assenic lazy
certify the election.
"The commission," he added,
float down the river of history or go for it
"is going to investigate the
all with a whitewater journey that will
president-elect and the vicetake your breath away. The choice is
president-elect before their elecyours.
tions can be certified."

A Latin Disco featuring salsa,
ciun cum bias and Latin jazz will be
held Friday at 9 p.m. in the Subway
Station. A dance contest with prizes
will be featured. It is sponsored by
the Albuquerque Boycott Committee and Albuquerque Festival
Committee.

<':1.

Decals
Free car-window decals with th
UNM Alumni Association emble
are available to all graduates.
Students receiving bachelor's
~aster •s or doctoral degrees may•
p1ck up the decals in the Alumni
Office, Suite 200, New Mexico
Union,.between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
on weekdays.
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a;Bioeks WcittOfOkie's

"Experiment In Jewish Learning" Lecture Series

"A Little 'love In Big Manhattan:
Yiddish Literature In America"
Ruth Wisse; Professor of Jewish Studies
· ·McGtll University, Montreal, Canada ·
8pm, Monday, May 1, 1978
Congregation B'Nai Israel,
Washington & Indian School RdN.E.
Tickets at the door - $2
Senior Citizens & Students with ID - $1
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Halfday Scenic $20
Halfday Whitewater $25
It's only 90 minutes away!
Group Rates Available

381401

RIO GRANDE
RAPID TRANSIT
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The Student Publications Board
will meet today at 3:30 p.m. ir.
Marron Hall, Rm. 104.
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La Montanita Food Co-op will '"
hold a general meeting Sunday, %
w
April30 at I p.m. at the Alternative z
Community Center, Rm.I08.
"

o1?rv .,.,n

You Dare Parry
My Thrust?
Don't Be Foiled _.
Be Aware· Be There
May 4 · On The Mali
11:45-12 Noon

Vol.'82

EigP.t University of New Mexico
students have received grants from
the Border States Consortium on
Latin America to do research in
Latin America.

N
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Storage Placer
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Wagon Wheels will meet for the
Fiesta tonight at 7 in the SUB
ballroom. Eyeryone. is welcome.

'*****

SAN FRANCISCO (UP!) - The elusive Zodiac killer's first letter in
four years gave new impetus Wednesday to police efforts to track the man
who claimed responsibility for 37 slayings in the 1960's.
Police have said they know of six killings committed by Zodiac, but
none since 1969 that they can verify. The letter, sent to the San Franc1sco
Chronicle, was taunting, but threatened no new crimes.
"It gives me more spirit and it throws more life into the investigation,"
said Inspector Dave Toschi, who has pursued the killer for nine years and
was mentioned by name in the latest Jetter.
·
"It became personal when he mentioned my name," Toschi said .
Wednesday.
., · ·
·
Zodiac's messages bring fear among the San Francisco area's 4.5 million
people, but in this letter he was Jess sinister and more concerned with
knowing when a movie would be made about him.
During Zodiac's bloody rampage a decade ago, he was described as a
nondescript bespectacled type, 35-45 years old. His regular stream of
chilling cryptograms to the Chronicle ended in 1971.
Police theorized Zodiac might be out of circulation in a mental institution or a jail. Some psychiatrists felt Zodiac's murderous rage turned
·
· ··
against himself. ..
With no new crime claims or specific threats, some speculated that
Zodiac, who now wou.Id be 45 to 55, was slowly changing a bit with age, as
most people do.
In 1974, after years of silence, a Zodiac letter panned the movie
"Exorcist." The new Jetter, announced Tuesday night, said, "I am waiting
for a good movie about me.''
Actually, Zodiac once was the subject of a documentary but it was not
·widely shown.
The message also heckled Toschi, who interviewed 5,000 presons on the
case. "I am smarter and better· ... I am now in control of all things," the
killer .said.
As usual, the letter began with "This is the Zodiac speaking," and bore
his customary sign, a circle with a cross through it. Police stated no doubt
about its authenticity.
But the letter contrasted with a 1969 message that inspired armed escorts
for San Francisco Bay Area school buses. Then Zodiac wrote:
"School children are nice targets. I think I shall wipe out a school bus
:some morning. Just shoot out the front tires and then pick off the kiddies
as they come bouncing out.''

Need Extra Storage Space?

Th~

The campus observatory will be
to the ·public, weather permtttmg, from 8 to IO·p.m. on April
28.
The observatory's 12-inch
telescope will be focused on the
Beehive star cluster. The IS-inch
telescope will be focused on :
Saturn .
o~e~

Zodiac killer taunts
police in new letter

I
Lorn
l
lilii=·=·=·=Students* *Teachers
Casey Optic~! Co:

*****

21. However, his parole timetable
was complicated by the medical
furlough ·he received last Dec. 28.
He is not expected to return to the
federal prison camp at Maxwell Air
Force Base, Ala., until late next
month.
Prison officials said Ehrlichman,
a Seattle attorney, had a good
record as an inmate at the remote
southeastern Arizona prison, which
has no armed guards or fences.
Most of the time, Ehrlichman
worked in the camp's power plant,
checking gauges and water pumps.
He worked a3 a.m. to 7 .a.m. shift
six days a week, for which he was
paid $10 to $15 a month.

5' by 5' by 9' locker- $10.00/mo.
5' by 10' by 9' locker - $15.50/mo.

3011 Monte Vista N£
Near UNM ~ 255-1694

Dr. Kathy Hiebert will present a Albuquerque Child Guidance
seminar "On· the Solutions of ,center. Mental Health and other
Systems of Inequalities" today at health professionals are invited.
3:30 p.m. in room 428 of the
humanities building.

.,

~~~ion bv tlw Donrd uf Sturlt•nt
Publicallnm nf tiw Urli\'n'ilt~· of Nl·'\~ Ml'lkn.
:wd i~ nnt fitHtl'lritllly as_\odnh•d with UNM.
St•<•orHI C'l:t'i• pmtrt~(' paid ut Albtr(}Ul'ff/llt', Nr•w
~kxk•n kil:H. ~uh~Nipliml mtr is lSJC).{)(J fur
tlu·nc·ntlt•mic·\'l'l1r.
Tlw nphiinm {'liptc~~t•d em thl' t·tlitnrinl
paw·~ n{ tlw l>aii!Jl.()1Jo Urt• thm<' of tlw nril hm\nl<•ly. UmiJ.(nt·d oplflinn 1~ Ihat nf th(' t·ditminl
hmml of tlw IJtlii!J l.t)lw. NDthin~ ptltllt•d In !ht•
lJttiirl l.tJ/m twcem1rlly rtpr('M'tll~ tJw \it'\\'~ of
lhr lrniwr'>itr uf N~·\V MPxk<r.

1·753·4768

ITJ('t

or contact
Mountains & Rivers
268·4676

I
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at the

General Store
111 Harvard S.E.
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Ah, parties. The ASUNM-funded organizations' parties. Almost
$17,000 was spent by various groups, including the Speakers Com~ mittee, the International Center, the LOBO, and the ASUNM
ll< presidential and vice-presidential expense accounts, on travel and
entertainment. Granted, some of the spending was warranted and is
:justifiable; but some of it was unnecessary.
·
A prime example is the Speaker's Committee's spending on meals
not only for the committee chairman and the guest speaker, but also for
the volunteer workers on the committee. Committee Chairman Damon
Tobias defended the dinners, saying they were "small renumeration for
the amount of work they (the volunteers) do." This may be naive, but
wouldn't having the honor of dining with a well-known lecturer while
paying for one's own meal be compensation enough?
The Speakers Committee, of course, is not the only group in error;
but it is a colorful illustration of where ASUNM funds go once they are
in the hands of the individual organizations.
SUB office director Mike Roeder said the groups do not have a free
rein over what they can buy with student money; yet the same groups
have more leeway in their purchasing powers than do University
depa~tf!lents and administrators ·\vho' must comply with regulations
perta1n1ng to the use of funds.
This latent revelation about chartered groups' spending practices
should give the student body something to thnk about come Friday's
budget vote. Each voting student must take into account various sides
of the funding question. But we caution students aginst voting either
for or against the funding of a group based merely upon the "party
politics" aspect. For some groups, the spending is necessary in order to
run an effective program and to promote education and participation.
In short, for many the good they do far outweighs the frivolous
spending in which they periodically indulge.

'T.

•.•• Fiesta
""LA SEMANA DE FIESTA"
Today

Pot and kettle
The ASUNM headache is becoming a migraine.
The elec.tions commission was forced Tuesday night to postpone
proceedings concerning ·alleged campaign violations because the
commission itself noticed that it, too, may have been guilty of election
wrongdoings.
The commission' did not have notarized statements of election
violations which are required by ASUNM law. Although the commission did not have notarized statements, they nonetheless made
specific charges against V<!rious presidential, vice-presidential and
-senatorial candidates.
Isn't that a case of the pot calling the kettle black?

I
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by Ann E. Dunphy
ASUNM president pro tempore
The New Mexico Public Interest Research Group is hard at work for
university students. PIRG has distributed to students over 10,000
guides to tenants rights, women's health services, energy conservation, auto repair and alternative energy sources.
Each week PIRG helps students with tenant/landlord problems,
consumer complaints and other bureaucratic hassles.
NMPIRG is one of only two paraquat testing sevices in the country,
daily handling about a dozen calls.
PIRG is also working on campus area traffic safety, Sun Day,
bikeway expansion, anti-S B1437 efforts, Coors boycott, improved child
care, a mass transit proposal, nutrition projects, anti-Bakke campaign,
voter registration, grand jury reform, investigating the zoo, creating a
citizen's review board, developing food co-ops and promoting
downtown renovation.
Can you spare a minute to keep PIRG working 7

Opening Speakers- Tobias Duran, Anto~io Mondragon
·
·
Brown Turkey Band
UNM Jazz Band
Estaven Torres- Singer & guitarist
L&LBand
Joseph Aguilar & Group- Contemporary music
Teatro de La Plebe
La Mujar Chicana
BOSA Brazilian Music
AMOS- Acoustic Rock
Headwind- Rock group
Wagon Wheels & Rio Grande st11jng band in the Sub Ballroom
dovina in the Subway Station.

8:00-10:00

Tl
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Editor:

AFFOROHIM.

The New Mexico Public Interest Research Group provides students
with a unique opportunity to learn about our political processes and our
political system while at the same time helping to bring about important
social changes. Under ttie supervision of PIRG's professional staff,
hundreds of students atUNM have participated in projects to improve
our environment, protect consumers, and bring abour many political
and social reforms.
As in the past, all student groups are faced at this time of year with
important budgetary concerns. It is my hope, however, that all students
will recognize the enormous value of PIRG and support them by voting
'yes' for PIRG's budget at the ASUNM budget election.
PIRG is a valuable tool for students to use.· I urge each student to
vote to keep PIRG working for all of us.
Fred R. Harris
Professor

Humor offensive

\

{1.//lH "LAVA-LAVA"OUT 7f1!31?E:,
ti/G CAN CIJT BtiC'K ON OlHB<.
UNtJM&N. 7HGY'P Jl/ST ea IN
7H& WAY, ANYWAY. JWO 7HAT
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In the Jan. 25, 1977 issue of the LOBO, David Roberson addressed
the issue of captal punishment and Gary Gilmore's fate. He felt,
"Gilmore's life could not be spared any more than that of a mad dog,"
and later (LOBO, Feb. 16, 1977), "An animal is an animal, whether it
has four legs or two." At that time I ar9ued in favor of the sanctity of
human life, opting instead for a mandatory life sentence.
In the March 31, 1977 issue of the LOBO, Roberson addressed the
issue of, what he felt was, the excessive use of lights in dormitories. He
sarcastically suggested that this use of lights might have been to thwart
off ghosts. And, so, he suggested, "Get a big stick, go to the end of the
hall and flip the light switch. If some bizarre apparition shows up,
smash its face with the aforementioned stick, turn the lights back on
and go your merry way .... "
M'ost recently, 'our champion of individual rights and peaceful
coexistence, David Roberson, our sometine ROTC-uniformed advocate, issued his opposition to the gay demonstration via blue jeans
(LOBO, April 13, 1978): "So, faggot demonstration or no faggot
demonstration, I'm wearing cut-offs on Friday. Those inclined to make
snide copmments within earshot may suffer interesting facial
alterations."
Personally, I don't view people as "animals." Nor do I suggest
"smashing" anyone with sticks or threatening anyone with "interesting
facial alterations." I find Roberson's sense of humor (if, in fact, he's
attempting to be funny) quite offensive. My hope is that Roberson will
continue to shed his aggression with his pen and not with a stick, his
fist, or an ROTC rifle.

Paintings- Native-American Group
Skydivers- Johnson Field
UNM Collegiate Singers
Miguel Caro Dancers
Marachi Nuevo Tapatio
Balltt Folklorico
Fiddlers & Square Dancers
Sammy Candelaria- Salsa & Latin music
Flamenco Dancers
UNM Percussion Ensemble
Woodstock & Co.- Percussion & Jazz
Lumbre del Sol - Reggae & Latin

II :00 - II :45
ll:30- 12:00
II :45- 12:30
12:30- I :00
I :15- 2:00
2:00- 2:30
2:30- 4:00
4:00- 5:00
5:00- 5:30
5:30- 6:30
6:30- 7:30
8:00- 10:00

CCJST Mt= $27 , 8DT 1 l-1\<.E:

Editor:

ASUNM viewpoint

Admissions Counselor

11:00-11:30
. 11:30- 12:00
12:00.. 1:00
1:00- 1:30
I :30- 2:30
2:30- 3:15
3:30- 4:00
4:00- 4:30
4:30- 5:00
5:00- 5:45
5:45- 7:00

"t
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• Trauma

continued from pogo 1

are used for trauma patients. Dalen
said if beds are needed for burn
patients, unoccupied trauma room
wit! be used. The length of a trauma
patient's stay in the Burn and
Trauma Unit depends on his injuries, but it is usually one to two
weeks.
Caring for burn patients is an
"uphill battle," said Dalen,
because a burn is an open wound
that is "an invitation to bacteria
infection." Burn patients usually
stay in the unit between five weeks
and four months. During that time,
she said, "You get really involved
with them and their families."
She said patients with burns over
35 percent of their bodies . are
conslaered' edt!~ bec'ause their
condition could change any day.
Burn patients are never considered
well. "until they walk out the
door," said Dalen.
The two most important factors
in b'Urn cases, she said, are the
bacteria level on the burn and the
patient's body fluids. Bacteria can
enter the blood stream if the level
becomes too high on the burn, she'
said.

S&e, BefOF& eACH GM1e,
7H& E30Y VJOP/<5 1/IMst:i.F
till!ff'R& UP INTO SIJCfl A FWt:R
YOU
PITCH THAT YOIJ HAVS
TO ter HIM PlAY ON
80TH SQiltiOS!
''\.

Third-degree burns affect hair
folicles and nerve endings, said
Dalen, because they go into the
dermis. Skin grafts are done on all
third-degree burn patients within
two to three weeks. Dalen said the
bacteria rate is lessened and body
temperature is easier to maintain
after the skin is grafted.
Each visitor to the unit must wear
a disposable gown, hat, gloves and
face mask to protect the patients
from bacteria. Ths staff wear scrub
outfits.
There are fourteen LPN's and
technicians, eight RN's, an orthopedic doctor, a general surgeon,
a fourth-year medical student and
the director of the unit working in

Burn and Trauma. The doctors and
the staff work together closely, and
the doctors are involved in nursing
care, she said. The doctors are
involved in nursing care, said
Dalen, because Burn and Trauma is
their o.nly field. The staff members
and doctors have throat cultures
taken every three or four months. If
anyone is ill, he is not permitted to
work.
Dalen said it is a hrd unit to work
in because the staff has to work
with physical and psychological
aspects of the patient. In addition,
she said, the staff has to counsel
both the patient and members of
the family because both have many
adjustments to make.
She said that although it takes a
long time to see the results of
treatment on a burn patient, "there
is a lot of satisfaction in bringing
someone through and seeing him go
home."
The Burn and Trauma Unit was
established eight years ago by
~octor Jerry Shuck, who is the
d1rector of the unit. The unit
averages about nine or ten patients
at a time. Five or six are usually
burn victims.

• • •

PIRG plug
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Editor:

OFF AT

I've noticed the leaflets hanging around campus listing the 69 things
that PIRG does for students. I would like to add some general information to that list.
Besides providing these services to students, it allows students to
receive credit for working environmental, consumer. and social
projects. These projects are on issues that relate to and affect our daily
lives, in contrast to the strictly academic projects that students
traditionally work on. I would also like to add two things that were left
off the lisi. They are t!le Guide to Albuquerque Mental Health Services
and a Guide to Albuquerque Employment Agencies.
I think PIRG provides some very sorely needed services to the
community and I think they deserve every student's serious con,sideration.
Dianne Gillman

HAtF-TIMG?

I
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candidacy to the National League
of Cities.
These bills, along with three
pieces of legislation slated as new
business, will be considered next
week when tbe new senators are
sworn in. The swearing-in of the
new senate is pending the certification of the election results and
the payment of fines by senatorselect who were found to have
violated ASUNM election laws .
·- -·

Saturday, may 6, 7Pffi
At The Civic
T.N.T. Disco
·Complete
F~ntastlc
Fashion Show
Bar Service
Light Show
Over 10,000 Wo.tts Of Quo.d Disco Power

'

by Garry Trudeau

Duties Include high school visits, schoql-college relatlons, student Interviewing, folder
evaluations, and . special events related to student recruitment. Applicant should be
familiar with New Mexico & bordering states & have one tc two years of admissions or
related experience In another area. A bachelors degree Is required, Salary negotiable.
.
Contact: UNM Career Pfacement Center
Mesa Vista Hall Rm, 2131

Grants For Graduate
Study Abroad
Competition is about to open for the
1979-80 Fulbright & Marshall Awards for
Graduate study and research abroad.
Grants are available in all fields of
study. Current information is now
available at the
Office of International Programs
1717 Roma N.E.
277-4032

PoPEJOY

HALL

Important Announcement
To Student Patrons

continued from page 1

Saturday Night Disco Fever
Is Back

Prizes GGiorell
Records, Clothes,
Hoi rst,yles, Donee
Lessons. Cosh. more

New Mexico Institute of Mining & Technology
Socorro, N.M .

ASUNM

.

Michael Baron

LOBO editorial phone 277~5658
LOBO Editorial Staff
Editor-in-chief: Debbie Levy
Managing Edttor: ~leen Curran
Nawa Editor: Ama Poole
Campi.!• Editor: J.B, Skonandore
Photo Editor: Jom011 Fisher
Sports Editor: Ed Johnson
Arts Editor: Georga Get~nor
Copy Editors: Mike Hoeft~ Paul Scherr
Ad Managor: Frunk Solozar
EDITORIALS: Unsignod editorials ropro.ent a majority opinion of tho LOBO editorial board.
All othor columns, cartoons, ond letter& represent the opinion of tho author and do not
necessarily reflect the views of tho editorial board.
LETTERS: letters to the editor must by typed and aignod by the author with the vuthor's
signnturo, oddross ~W~d telephone number. Letters to tho editor should bono longer than 300
words. Only tho name of tho author wUI be prlntod and name! will not be oMthhold. Alllottnrs
that discuss issues will be printed.
OPINIONS: Opinions rnust bo typed on"d signed with the author'S name, signature, odd ross
and tolephono numbor. Opinions should be no longer than 500 words. Only the name of the
author will bo printed nnd names wiil not bo withhold.
All submissions become tho propertv of the New Mexico Dally LOBO and ·will bo odhod
only for length or pos.sibly libelous contont. I f chongos ore made, tho author will be con·
tacted.

POSITION AVAILABLE-

Disco 0<1nce
Contest
Round Trip AllExpenses Pc.id
Trip To Los
Veoosfor2

Best Dressed
"Disco Lod,y" will
receive o complete
Kenwood Sound
System

Tickets o.t Odyssey Records. L.P. Goodbuy,
Budget To.pes & Records. & Cristy Records
A PISCES PRODUCTION

The ASUNM Senate has reconsidered and
assigned reasonable support in its
new budget for cultural programs~
The Popejoy Hall Board has aggreed to
continue its discount policy of 75% off
on Subscriptions, 50% off on single event
sales if the proposed budget is approved
in the referendum Friday April28.

Please vote in a mood of
enlightened self-interest.

-

Passion Play II more Bizarre
to . each other selling spiked correct angle, and this one-act gives
lemonade. While chatting, ·they an accurate, almost. devastating
Bill II ·of More Acts of relate both the happiness and grave angle of vision. Both actresses were
Pqssion; presented by the UNM disappointments they've found in convincing, and the act was a nice
Department of Theater Arts, their lives. Directed by Leslie E. close to a strong double bill of one
.
beautifully rounded· off the. full set Hinshaw, Mable and Edith played act~ ..
of six 'one-act plays. Bill II leans 15y Elaine Hendrkks and. Penny
Bill II will continue today and
more toward. the colorful and · · Powell, show comp!exitiy of their
tiizarre,.while Bill I tended to: stay ·conventional lives. Any iife .con- Apr.il 29 at the low price of $i.SO in
with the dramatic. ·Between th~ tw() tains · complexity beyond . com- the Experimental Theater. Bill.I will
there is nothing dose on April 28. All shows begin
bills there ~ ·something for prehension;
everybody. Variety must have been mundan.e if a life is viewed from the at 8 p.m.
a top priority in selecting the plays.
And, as varied as they are, the plays
go very well together,
Bill II opens with Calm Down
Mother by Megan Terry. Directed
by Robyn Schlegel, Calm Down
Mother is the most ambitious of the
six acts. The premise of the play is
that all women share the unity of
AI Martino became known to a(
Doors will open at 8 p.m. and
25• drink specials.
gender, that all women are one, and . whole new generation through his there will be a $5 cover charge per ·
that all the individual traits screen appearance . as Johnny, a person for these evenings of song
Happy Hour
collected form one character~ singer whose career· was made and and dance to the big band sounds of
Monday Night2for 14:30-7:30
Marty Iirosman, Kim Poole and supported by The Godfather.
dart tournament
Phil Lenk and the smooth and
6 ft. T.V. screen
and dooquizes .
Naboone Puripongs attempt to
The
previous geneTation, soothing vocals of AI Martino.
display a collage of female per- however, already knew him as a
sonalities,
all of which are related . balladeer to rival even the likes of
.NOW "APPEARING·
. . . .. ......
by their femininity;
·
Tony Bennett, F~ank Sinatra and
The women who put this together Dean Martin, ·although he would
took on a _lot, and ·rm afr11id'they never--quite achieve their superstar
··
.
.
fell short of their mark. The per-. status. Amongst such tough
A reading by five· of New
..
l;arg_e n¢w:
dax.i,ce.f.loor ·
soriallties are·•not distini:t. !)r in-· competition Martino ctea'ted his· ·Mexico's leading poets will. be
Great lu.-.c}?.~s.s.erved· dai.ly lOam-:~pm
dividual . epougn· to sh,o\v. their . own special something, his own pre~ented on Thursd.ay, MaY:4, ~-4
h
88'' 82 1>
·
·
·
.oneness. tlnless tliC: contrasts in a ·individu<tl sound· and whether the p,m., at the Senior Citizen __Center-,
p on~· i- .. 3~ 4800 San Mateo N.K.
. c~Uage are appar. ent... and well~· l=ici :were i:.n~ish· . or. Ital[an, 5221. Pal.o Duro N:E .. Open to: t_he
... defined. the. pictur~ ten S.· tO. 00
'J\ilar'·irli;> ·stood 'oiit• as
fine .'efl- "• pu IC· Wit OUt C argc;·, t C rea mg
,.
· ':J;~rfeci will.
bl pres~nt
h fiveh 'o( ·theh ·r~ui:teen~
d· ·
.· ·..IJI,M&y:· There ~~r!~ d~oin(1..Qnek . ter't;ine~
kn.~w.n for .his
moment$. :~Uch" as w~e'n ..the· three.· dictio!l aifd pain~taktrigly· q~efu! N()w_Mexico poet~ whq arem~lu~ed
' .
.
.. . ... ·
. ·:·.·
"
· · acte'ss~ey. {'layed;·o.Id: women·, .but the phrasing.
. :. .
.· .
.among the ~01 contemporary·vmce~
oveiall P,i!=~ureremain(ld:hazy.;. .
Albuquerqueans will- liave .a featured m the _pop·ular· new· ..
·. .The .. Golden:'Eiee~;e. bf·:·?>:· .. R. ·.chance· to .see t)lis. ·best-selling p~·perback. a:ntho1o'gy~:J;HE
t·· 1:'\tmnev )1·~:·-tanie' next, offering a Capit~l recordh'!g .artis.t .tonight, ·FAf;ES OF POETRY: IOl·POETS
~ur-~ctiona!_.look at . Jasoii . and· Friday an.d Saturday (April27' 28, OF THE .:·sJX'(.IES ANP
Medea. Bill and Betty'· wond,t:rfully 29} at the Hilton Inn Cabaret. SEVENT(ES. T~e poets ..yho Will
· played by Chris Parker and Janice· Backed by the Phil Lenk Orchestra, read .their selections fr?m TJ:IE
Perry, two idiot friends of Jason Martino will perform two shows FACE OF POETRY will be mand Medea, have gathered us nightly, at 9:30 and 11:30 p.m. traduced_ by LaVerne Harrell
together to, hopefully, invite us to Martino's appearances Friday will Clark, editor and photograph~r of
meet Jason, Medea and the Golden be closed to the general public the ant~ology, recently published
Fleece. Everything, of course, goes because the evening is booked for a by Galhmau_fry Press, P · 0. B~x
wrong, and Bill and Betty's special party for Lt. Gov. Bob 32364, W~s.hmgton, D.C. 20007, m
I'm
Sid<
ax! tired of spending a Uptown Store
marriage begins to come apart as
a $6.95 edition of 300 pages.
Unlveralty Store fOrtll1e on~ and recordS
they discover the tragic events of
4517 Centtal H.E.
2222 Centtal S.E. ax1 not going to ta<e it
the Jason and Medea story. Under
266-9887
25S..2225
anymore!
the direction of James W. Linnell,
ffion.-Sat. 10-8
mon.-Thura.l0-10
The Golden Fleece makes use of the
Sun.12-6
Fri. S<lt. 10-12
"Gettln Bettet •
new fictional devices of mixing the
Sun.12-6
All The Time"
tragic with comic, and the
traditional with the contemporary
hot wait' II ya hear these guys.
better than any dramatic piece I've
They're
trying to be legends.
ever seen.
Parrott
and
Bedini:
Tom
and
Dave
Gold
Rush:
Catch the drink special
James Prideaux's Lemonade is
will bring their barroom
this week to the sounds of Tomy
equally bizarre. Two older women,
rowdiness
to
the
Grinder
on
Mitchell
and the gang; including,
with their children grown and gone
Cornell,
just
south
of
Central,
of
course,
Parrott and Bedini.
away, find themselves sitting next
during the lunch hour Friday. If Patent Pending: Strong vocals
you think the Italian sausage is
moving through the persistent
dancing beat with Patent Pending
at the Friar's East on Wyoming
1
BUY ONE DRINK, GET ONE FREE
1 just north of the freeway.
1
With This Coupon
1 Carl Silva and Street Talk: Dancing
funk has settled in at the Friar's
T~ursday Only
Pub on Lomas between San Pedro
and Louisiana.
Showdown: Carpeting and hanging
plants have grown at Hello Hello
on Central just west of
931 San Mateo N.E.
Washington. It'll be a rock showI
Get Up & Then Get Down With
I down.
The Planets: Easily one of
Albuquerque's best, the Planets
are back at Ned's on Central, west
I
No Cover
I of Washington. Catch the
Planets' version of "Love Me
Like a Man."
Tecoma: More of the usual for the
special drink drinkers at the
Chelsea Street Pub in the
Coronado Mall.

Ciffelli destined to ramble

By ROBERT SPIEGEL

Okies·
.

Presents
·F()ot L9ng.
Hot-Dogs

.Ctoonei AI ma·rttno
Comes to th,e Cabaret

811.081
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About this week's games with
Arizona State Cifelli said, "We'll
play them tough, we always give
them good games here."

"The people are great out here,"
he said, "and I have really made
some fantastic friends - but I sure
do miss having a lake around.''

As far as a baseball career, Cifelli
said, "I won't make pro ball, so I
only have nine more games left in
my career- then it's off to the beer
leagues, (referring to the city
league) I go."

Cifelli recalls some the highlights
UNM has had as a team. "I guess
beating Arizona State twice last
year was probably the biggest thing
for us since I've been here.
Individually I just feel good when I
have a good game. But the biggest

For hfs future Cifelli has no
immediate plans. "First I'm going
to have some fun and go visit an
ocean. I've got five hours of school
left, so I' 11 get those out the way
next year, but then I'm not sure
what I'll do. I don't know where I'll

'l
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GOLDRUSH
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GOLD OR SILVER
if.IFORTED & ElOTfLEO BY ::,~~~!ALI':;cQ.:
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PEACE CORPS
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When you'r'e giving a party ...
Why not be the smarty... ·
& plan a FIESTA WITH PUNCH!
Then your friends won't be tar,oy ... )l
And they'll drink hale and h·,eart:v...'4:;;:
'Cause JUAREZ is the
''BESTA THE BUNCH"!

I
I
I

Join the

WITH

JUAREZ
TEQUI'-4.
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be a year from now- 1 think I'm
destined to be a ramblin' man."
Asked if he would stay in New
Mexico, Cifelli replied, "There is
nl'thing drawing me away from
here, but on the other hand, there is
nothing keeping me here.
"The people, the sport and
everything has been good to me out
here; and if I had it to do all over
again - I would do it exactly the
same.''

'

•,

Phuto by JQhn Chadwick

John Cifelli career as a lobo will

end May 13.

But its been fun, and that's what its
all about- to have fun.''

Cifelli moved to Albuquerque in
1973 from Chicago. He is glad he
came here, but wishes the "Land of
Enchantment" had more water.

rm

Band

Cifelli feels that this year's team
didn't play up to their potential.
'~It's obvious we had a poor
showing this year as far as the
WAC. We could have done better.

Although his year has not been
outstanding, he has come on strong
recently, hitting over .300 in the
Western Athletic Conference.

woo.d'

o;·~;· ~~;;!;;:;;;;;;;;;;~
~;;;;;;;~·;;;;a~er;
.
...
·...

John was a walk-on when he
started playing at UNM but then
earned a scholarship. He's been
playing the sport since the age of
six, and says it's been a major
factor in his life.

Cifelli, one of the team's three
seniors, ·will leave a space to fill in
left field.

Five- Poet$

;'

thrill for me, is having my dad be
able to watch me play- that's my
biggest highlight."

On May 13, the season will end
for the UNM baseball team, and
with its conclusion will come the
end of John Cifelli's career as a
Lobo.

.35c

daily 11-3

..

By MARK SMITH

UNMPRESS

SPRING

BOOK
SALE

. Offering hurt* books at great savings.:..
Featuring a variety of cunent titles,:~:

All Books $100 or less -~~'['
Most 25c or less.
.-. ·

2 days only, limited quantities.
Come early for best selection:
Mon. & Tue., May 1 & 2 Sa.m. to
UNM Press, Jour. Bldg. 2nd <mur.
Central at Yale. No phone or mail

* Hurt boolcs have faded, butcontalnCVt'ry~
Sl:'uffOO. or bent "'~!~i ~{.~~~~!:~1::;!::;;1

SPF.CIAL
COLLECTIONS
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PERSONALS

~~~~~;;~=-----~-------... SHE
WON'T ACCEPT your calls or open your
letters~·but she'll hear from you if you say It here.
04/28
~ ONLY I MORE issue of the Daily LOBO, so get your
-( classified ads IQ to~ayl Deadline Is noon for the next
day's paper, Stop by Marroo Hall, Room 105 10 place
your ad.
04(28
SUMMER BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Sell your
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work to tourists, convention visitors, and
Albuquerqueans at the DOWNTOWN BAZAAR.
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Stalls: $7 day, $100 month. Studios and offices
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availftble on 2nd floor: $35, $50, $60 up. Rosenwald
Building, Fourth and Central. 242-616~. 298-6046,
04/28
CONTACTS??? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
Casey Optical Company, 255-8736
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose,
294.{)171.
.04/28
GENERAL CINEMA CORP. qiscount movie tickets
now available, SUB Box Office, $2,50,
tfn
NEW ARRIVALS: CELESTIAL teas (great for ice
tea)-- Dongs (20 per cent off), tobacco pipes_ (up to 40
perCent ~off)--cigareue llghters (20 per cent. off).
Transparent window decals (rainbows). All at fipe &
Tobacco Road,107B Cornell SE, M-F 8-6,
04/28
SUMMER FILM PRODUCTION WORKSHOP: A
non-academic introduction to the Art of Filmmaking
taught by a w.orking filmmaker, Gary Doberman,
266-0863, aftcrnoons/Cvenlngs. Hegins early June.
04128
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS, STUDENTS!
Expert custom black-and-white processing, printing.
Fine-grafn or push-processing of film. Contact sheets
or custom proofs. High quality enlargements,
mounting, etc. Dest work in Albuquerque, reasonabl~
prices, Advice if asked. A-Photographer, 265-2444,
1717GirardBivd.NE.
04128
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, ID photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Call265-2444 or come
to 1717 Girard Blvd, NE, A-Photographer.
04128
INVOLVED? CAMPUS VOLUNTEERS wanled for
campaign work wilh "People for Pete Domcnici."
Ca11268-2476,
04/28
REPAIR YOUR BICYCLE whh our tools and
stands. Instruction available, Albuquerque Bike Coop, 106GirardSE, Room 117,265-5170.
04/28
ELECTfON OF PRESIDENT. Last Phi Alpha Thela
meeting, 3:30 pm Friday, May 5. 1978; History
04/28
Department, Mesa Vista 1104.
LO, I MISS YOU I Call Les.
04128
FIRST EDITION OF Conceptions-Southwest on sale
now for $2.00 in Rpom 105 Marron Hall and on the
mall.
04128
VOTE YES ON ASUNM Budget.
04128
GO INO HOME FOR the summer? Is there a General
Cinema theater in your town7 Why not pick up some
discount movie tickets? They're good at any G.C.
theater in the U.S, for up to 1 yr. S2.50 at the SUD
Box Office.
tfn
HUBBARO TESTING CENTER offers Free Personality and l.Q. Testing and Evaluations. Church or
Scientology, 2712 Carlisle NE. 265-9544.
04128
THE PEOPLE NEED a lawyer too. Volunteers
needed for Jeff Bingaman Campaign, Democrat for
Attorney General. Cal1843-7712 or 843a7713. 04/28
GOLDEN INN MEMORIAL Day Arls and Crafls
Fair/Flea Markel. Want a hooth7 Contact C & S
Promotions, 265-3665.
04/28
FINAL CLEARANCE ATlhcUNM DookslorcSalc-this week.
04/28
AGORA WISHES YOU good .luck on finals. !f
things do not look good in the mornings, call us or
come in. 217·3013.
04/28
FREE KIITENS: 7 weeks otd, frjcndly, hcallhy, big
cars. I calico, 2 black. 2654734, Joe.
04/28

ACROSS
1 Used a drill
6 Serze firmly
11 Male deity
14 ·· •. -- m1ght
say"
15 Enticer
16 Regret
17 Amer.law
group:
2 words
19 Aardvark's
morsel
20 German
"mister"
21 Sleeping
22 From then
until now
24 English river
26 Drinking party: Slang
27 Snapshots
30 Thorns
32 Ergo
33 Weasel
34 Pull with diflicutty
37 One time
only
38 Interest
earners
39 Showing
good judgmen!
40 As well
41 Reliable
42 Relinquish
an office
43 In a tangled

:>peaKs
vainly
46 Fruit
48 Pigs
49 Attractive
girl
50 "Get going!"
52 Where Honolulu is
56 Hole-in-one
57 Starts again
60 "I smell a··

4~

-!"

61 Run away
with a lover
62 Hindu princess
63 Compass pt.
64 Appraiser
65 Winter vehicles
DOWN
1 Celebration:
Slang
2 Bone: Prefix
3 Loud sound
4 Gate or door
5 Poor grade
6 Spherical
body
7 Authority
8 Jeiune
9 Wall St.
abbr.
10 Bestow formally
11 Bridge Ieats:
2 words
12 Weight unit

HELP PETE RETIRE. Work for Toney Anaya,8211634.
04!28
VOLUNTEERS. ARE NEEDED for Bruce King
Campaign, Democrat for Governor, Call 293-5233 ot
881-6343.
04!28
DISCOUNT MOVIE TICKETS a-ailable all sum·
mer, SUB Box Office, $2.50. We'll keep selling them
as long as you keep buying them.
04/28
STEVE BOURGEOIS, YOU wild and cra-azy guy.
It's that clltty time again. HapJJY Birthday·-Bags-Pies'?
04/27
ANGEL CITY SOON I A! 1he VORTEX.
04128
SEE "MORE ACfS OF PASSION" before the
drudgery of finals hits. April 27,28,29 in UNM's
Experimental Theatre. Tickets only $1.50 at the Fine
A.rls Box Office.
04/28
USED 1993 POULSEN & Wester time machine,
Reverse Entropy drive, Used primarily for short trips
to 1964. U11dcr 5000 years on it. Call after 2 pm or
anytime yesterday. Make offci (pre-1984 currency
·
04/27
only please). 277-4446,
HAPPY 6TH •BIRTHDAY Russell Jones. Love
04/27
Mommie.
FIJIS ARE THE greatest ("In campus! Love your little
04/27
sisters, Mary & Janet.
LISA MARIE HOW about a bathroom with a view?
04!27
KIT.
GONNA BOOGIE TONITE'? Ned's has The Planets
for dancing unti12 am.
04/27
VOTE YES ON ASUNM Budgel,
04128

2.

LOST & FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233,
"
277-5907.
LOST: GOLD PINKY ring with fake jewels. Great
sentimental value, Reward, 898-9431 or 277-4883.
04!28
FOUND: SET OF KEYS North of Physics Bldg, in
the grass, One red key \a bled K24. Identify and claim
Room 105, Marron Hall.
04/28
FOUND PEKE·CROSS PUPPY. 255-5892, 2774826.
04!28
FOUND: POCKET CALCULATOR in library
Tuesday, Apri\25.ldemify and claim. Joe, 247·9800.
04/28
LOST: BOOK I BEETHOVEN Piano Sonatas, in
music prac)ice room. Call John at 277·5988 after 9
prn. Reward offered.
04/28

3.

SERVICES

LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842-5200,
tfn
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
edhorlal system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts & tables. 345·2125.
04129
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selec1ric) and
now 3~minute Passport Photos. No appointment.
268-8515,
lfn
TYPING 1ST QUALITY. 883-7787.
lfn
ROTOTILLING BY APPOINTMENT. Group ralcs
04/28
available. Call Tim, 268-6510.
GET YOUR TYPEWRITER repaired now at
Discount Prices. 881-4213,
04/28
TYPING. TRANSCRIBING-·296·3138 after 3:00. ,
04!28
TYPING243-5117. "
04/211
EXPERT IBM SELECTRIC Typing. Arlcr 6 pm,
883·7960.
04/28
RACKET STRINGfNG. $6, Guaranleed. Call Rick,
242-9366.
04!28
SAVE THIS AD! You may need CUSTOM sewing
done. Clothing, household items, alterations. Call
898·5977.
04/28
NEED INEXPENSIVE STORAGE space for lhe
summer? Call Pioneer Warehouses. 299-7050. 04128

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved:
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18 Golfers'
norms
23 Belonging
to: Suffix
25 Native of:
Suflix
26 Prejudice
27 Light: Prefix
28 Controversial Custer
aide
29 Not whole
30 Fixed
31 Water body
33 Filet ol --35 Module
36 Receives
38 Realty units
39 OJ part of the

~~~~T7-T13~T~urnas~id~e~~~~~~

Is

42 Fox terrier
44 Any whatever
45 Loud sound
46Won by-majority
47 Nut
48 Four-bagger
50 Scott or
Macbeth
51 Ground lor
trust
53 Skin disease
54 Pay atten·
lion
55 Avails oneSell of
58 Guido's note
59 Vocal

VOLVO REPAIR. REASONABLE. Guaranteed.
Mike, 247-9083.
0412S
TENNIS ANYONE? SUMMER lessons, Private and
group. Call Mike" 29~·)305,
04(28
EOITO'RIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance,
265·1164.
04!28

4.

HOUSING

WHAT IS I\ COLLEGE JNN'l Recreatiori ro9ms.
Study lounges. PooJ,. undl!'rground parking. Social
programs. 303 Ash NE, 243-2881.
04/27
ROOMY I BEDROOM furnished apartment, utilities
paid. 116 HarvardSE. Call898-1254.
04128
FOR SUMMER: RESPONSIBLE and experienced
child-care help for 5 and 10 year old after ~:00 pm
and some evenings in exchange for room and board,
Basement apt, separate entrance 1 close to University,
Car necessary, personal · and work references
required. Call Landau's afler 8 pm, 255-2635. 04128
WANTED:.cLEAN, QUIET pei-son to share house;
partially furnished; front ·and back yard; garage;
washing machine. 2 blocks from Medical and Law
Schools. Call255-5735'.
04!28
EFFICIENCY, 1908 SILVER SE. Available May I.
Call265-2860.
04/27
MINUTES TO UNM, large 2~bdrm, •shaded yard,
kids, pets, $135. Call 262-1151, ·Valley Rentals, $30
fee.
~
04/28
BIKE TO UNM, impressive 1-bdrm, private yard,
$60. Hurry! Call262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
04(28
1-llLOCK TO CLASS, clean l-bdrn1, $SO, hnlf
utilities p,.id. Call262-1751, Valley Rentals, S30 fee,
04/28
VISITING FACULTY SEEKING fully-fumished
homt.i or apartment to rent June4·July 31. References
available, Write: Glic:kcn, 2631 Bardith Ct.,
'Lawrence, Kansa~, 66044 or call913-841·2960. 04121;1
SUBLET FOR SUMMER, $120 plus utilities, fur·
nished I bedroom apartment and garage. Bernie, 2435980.
04/28
WANTED FEMALE TO share 2·bdrm house. Near
UNM, $100 rent plus 'll utilities. 842·6156 after 6:00
pm.
04!28
RENT-I BEDROOM HOUSE, Norlh Valley--gas.
w<tter~ garbage pald. $140/mo., single person only.
Paul296-4886 9·5, 344-2540 evenings.
04128
ROOMMATE WANTED, SHARE 3·bedroom
furnished house with two men and dog. Enclosed
yard, patio, garden, washing machine. $92 plus
utilities. 247-2697,
04128
FEMALE PREFERRED TO share large N. Valley
·home. Sl35 plus. 344-6207.
04/28
FEMALE NONSMOKER, 23 plus, share 2-bdrm
apartment with same, Near Washington, Lomas, $86
plus utililles, deposit. 255-8498.
04128

5.

FORSALE

WOULDN'T YOU AND YOUR Family sleep better
ir your home or apartment was protected rrom fire7
Brand new Vulcan smoke and heat detectors plus
burglar alarm. Self-charging battery. Life-time
guarantee. Valued at $360, asking$190 or good offer.
MUST SELL. Call 883-8644 eves from 7-9 pm and
weekends.
04/.2.8

COUNSELORS NEEDED FOR Co-ed YWCA
Summer · Day Camp, Men/Women, Must like
working with children and being in outdoors. 247. 81!41.
04/27
GRADUATING'! HAVE A 3.0 in· 12 hours of
History? Invest in_ your career, Join Phi Alpha Theta
(History Honorary Society). Phi Alpha Theta Office,
Mesa Vista Hall2076.
04128
INSTRUCTOR NEEDED TO teach Disco Dance.
$3,50/per hour, YWCA. Call Calhy, 247-8841, 04128
HEIGHTS YMCA SUMMER Employment,
Counselors Day Camp, 265-6971. Debi or Bill, 04/28
ICE CREAM PARLOR, full and/or part~time,
$2,65/hr. bcghmingaround May 15. 262-041!). 04/28
EVENINGS PART TIME summer jobs, $8-$10 hour.
Personal interview call Chet Crandall, Division
04/28
Director S.M.C. Indu:aries, 265·5097.
SUMMER COUNSELORS, NURSE, environmental
education director needed for Camp Fire Girls
resident camp. Call Dobbie, 265·8786 9:00-4:30,04/28
SIJMMER JOBS. CORONAOO Club snack bar.
Must be 21. Apply at Coronado Club KAFB. 2656791.
04128
MALE SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS lo lil'e in
Jog cabtm with boys 8-14, We need people to teach
the following: tennis, riding, fishing, nature. Camp
located in mountains ncar Santa Fe, Dates of employment June 14 through August 12. Call (505) 7578772 for information.
~ 04128
RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER NEEDED for care
or one year old. l evening a week in our home. Call
265-9315.
04!28

NAZI OFFICERS HELMET·-Rommcl's Afrika
Korps. Mint condition. Must seU. Asking_ $150. 2432368.
04128
MICHELIN TIRES ALL under $5 . .Bicycle parts_ and
accessories at low prices. Expert bicycle repair.
Albuquerque Hike Co-op, 106 Girard SE, Room 117 1
'.!65·5170,
'
04/28
SUZUKI OT 350, 1969. 9000 miles. Windshield,
bags. Excellent condition, $400. After S pm 344-2762.
04!27
PEUGEOT BICYCLES SALES, service, accessories,
IO~speed tune~up $8.00. JJ Moped, 3222 Central SE,
268-3949.
.
04/28
Tl"58 CALCULATOR, Like new. $90,00. Call John
at 277-5988 after9 pm.
1fn
1958 FORD 24 PASSENGER bus, partially cun·
verted to camper. Built.in c~binets, stove, 2 propane
tanks, john, stainless steel sinks, New clutch, valve
lOb, battery. 88J-4769after5.
04/28
1972 PINTO, GOOD condition, FM .stereo, $800.
Call255·2921,
04128
1972 TOYOTA CARINA. New interior, extra clean,
AJC, excellent MPG. $1295.293-4389 after6:00.
04/28
1973 VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE, One-family car,
good condition, radio. Ca11843-7370 after 5 pm.
04/28
SOFA--MODERN GREEN, very good condition,
$115. Maple desk, 7 dr~wers, $100. Phone821-3222.
04/28
WATER BED FRAME for double bed. Wood,
flared, $20. Also coffee table and chair for sale. Call
843-7370 after 4 pm.
04128
VW, 197J, METALLIC BLUE. Excellent mechanical
condition. Good price, 294-4576.
04/28

7.

EMPLOYMENT

OVERSEAS JOBS--SUMMER/Year-round. Europe,
America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, S500$1200 monthly, expenses paid, sightseeing. Free
lnformation--Wrhe: BHP Co., Box 4490, Dept. NB,
Bcrkcly, Ca. 94704.
04!28
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT, WE need students for
positions as: sales clerks, cashiers, gas atlendants,
cooks and counter personnel, Work 4 days and have 4
days off. S2.6S/hr. plus commission. Apply Monday.
Friday 10-4 or Saturday 8·11 at 136 Louisiana NE.
04/28
PART-TIME JOB GRADUATE SIUdcniS only.
Arternoons and evenings. Must bc able to work

8.

s.

.

,.,,

has told the commission that she
was approached by Candelaria and
Leonard Garcia, already fined Garcia about the full-page ad, and
$55 for campaign violations by the gave her consent for it. She said
ASUNM Elections Commission, that she was responsible for her
may be charged with perjury in name and photograph being on the
connection with his testimony at the ad, Moody said, and is willing to
commission hearing of Wednesday, oav a fine to the commission
April 26, informed sources told the because it was not listed on her
LOBO Thursday.
financial expenditure statement
The controversy centers around submittt;.d to the commission.
an advertisement which ran in the
According tro ASUNM law all
April 12 LOBO, calling on voters to campaign contributions, which are
elect Garcia, running for ASUNM limited to $5 per person must be
vice-president, and Mimi Swanson Itemized on each candidate's exfor president of ASUNM. The ad, penditure statement.
said Garcia, was the responsibility
Swanson,
questioned
late
of A.lbert Candelaria, president of Thursday night about the inAlpha Tau Omega fraternity, of vestigation, said, "I feel very
which Garcia is a member.
uncomfortable discussing it. I don't
Swanson, according to ASUNM want to comment.''
Attorney General Wade Moody,
Garcia, commenting on the ad in
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AMERICAN!INTERNATIONAL YOUTH Hostel
pa~scs for sale. Canterbury Chapel, 425 University
NE, 247-2515,
04!28
CHARTERS ARE SMARTER! Intercontinental
Travel Centre, 107 Girard Blvd. SE. 255-6830, 265·
9860. Open 9 am- 9 pm.
04128
RIDES AND RIDERS available. Share gas and .
04/28
driving. lTC, 265·9860.
EURAILPASSES, BRITRAILPASSES, AND
European summer event schedules available. NOW nt
lntercontlnental Travel Centre, 265-9860, 255-6830.
04!28
ONE Rl DER TO SHARE expenses and driving to
Central N.Y. Leaving May 13. Call 266·0~53 or 265·
4736.
04!27

EXCELLENT CONDITION. '72 Datsun Faslback,
$11j0, New tires, battery, clutch. Call881-6852 after
5 pm.
04128
CAMARO, 1968 RALLYSPORT. New transmission,
rebuih engine, $1200 or best offer. 883-4430. 04/28
FOR SALE, 2 BLACK bucket scats for Fiat Spyder.
Make offer:'255-8093.
04/28
IOSPEED, 23.5 inch frame, $60. Call Eric, 266-5103.
04/28

6.

'

By BILL ROBERTSON

;---

Friday, April 28, 1978

question, which cost $192, said,
"As far as I know, the ad is
legitimate. If e(lough people
contributed $5 to paying for it, then
there's no problem."
The ad, which r<~n on the day of
senate elections, carried the
signatures of more than 40 people·
who, it is printed, paid for the ad.
Ike S. Davis, one of the alleged
signees, has su bmittcd a notarized
.
Witnessed
statement to the com-'
mission disclaiming any
volvement in the ad.
Moody and Patrice Tomasi, the
elections commission chairperson,
both declined to comment when
asked whether perjury charges were
indeed being brought against
Garcia.
Frank Allen, another
commission member, also declined
to comment.

In-

This is the final issue of this semester's
LOBO. Have a good summer.

'

·jl

MISCELLANEOUS

SUMMER BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Sell your
work to tourists, convention visitors, and
Albuquerqueans at the DOWNTOWN BAZAAR.
Stalls: $7 day, $100 month. Studios and ornces
available on 2nd noor: $35, $50, $60 up. Rosenwald
Building, Fourth and Central, 242-6166, 298·6046.
04!28
NEED $35? FEMALE volunteers needed for research
project. Take estrogen and have blood drawn.
Further information call Pat, 277-4064.
04128

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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:• Good news about
: auto insurance for
•: college students.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•-

C II

Name

•

Address

Please send me a free auto insurance rate quotation.
D Male
D Single
D Female D Married

Age

Apt.#

City

Slate

•

Occupation

Spouse's Occupation

•
•

HAS ANY DRIVER WITHIN THE LAST 3 YEARS;
Been involved in an accident?
Yes D No D How many?
Had license suspended or revoked? Yes D NoD
Been convicted of a tralfic violation? Yes D No D How many?
Give brief details about any "yes" answers above including approximate dates:

&

Zip

ByT.E. PARMER
Funds will not be available "this
summer for National Direct
Student Loans, said Ray Poole a
counselor with Financial Aids.
There will be ample funds in the
fall for the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grants, Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grants
and National Dirli!Ct Student Loans,
he said.
Nursing students may receive
Federal Nursing Scholarships or
apply for a Federal Nursing Loan,
Poole said.
Medical and pharmacy students
may apply for a Health Profession
Loan, he said.
All students with required grade
point average are eligible for
academic scholarships, he said.
Medical student loans are
handled through the College of

••

Ill
•
•

Days per week driven to
work:
Car #1
Car #2
One way mileage:
Car #1
Car '#2---

•
•

•

Ill

-Funds not- yet available

Ill

•

•

Summer's here and the grass is again replacing the library
as the favorite place to study.

•

•

• .
•
•

:;
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•
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We'd like to insure your car.
mation. Or simply complete and
•
Why? Because we specialize in
mail the coupon below and we'll
•
providing auto insurance for young
send you a rate quotation. There's •
drivers.
no obligation, of course.
Who are we? Criterion
Insurance Company is a dependable,
a or Write:
•
financially strong company offering
881-1687
•
important benefits like: convenient . 7200 Menaul Boulevard •
payment plans, country-wide claim
service, driver training discounts
Albuquerque
•
and a wide choice of coverages to
New Mexico 87110
••
protect you and your car.
Like to know more? Call or
Criterion •
visit us today for a free, personal
Insurance •

• Yes!

•
•

.,

Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21 yrs. old.
Apply In person, no phone calls please. Save-Way
Liquor Store!) at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul NE.
04(28

OUTSTANDING PI\ICES ON Maxell C·90 blank
cassettes! l)D: $3.25. UDX!c.: $4, Minimum 6.
Fireny, 256-1495.
04!28
DEPENDABLE, MANUAL TYPEWRITER for
sale, $30. Call883-8644 eves from 7-9 and weekends.
04(28

List all additional drivers in your household

Location of car if different
from above address:
Car #1 City
State _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Car #2 City
State

•

Ill
M
ii

••
•

•
•.
•

II
•

Approximately 50 to 80 workstudy jobs remain to be filled for

tnb :.umuH::r, ,aJI.I Stella Martinez
of Work-Study.
No figures on fall jobs are
available yet since the money for
fall jobs is determined by the
programs's summer expenditures.
she said

The University's recreational facilities will be open this summer during
the day and also on the weekend after June" The pool, as of now, will b.e
open from 7 a"m. to 6:30 p.m. on weekdays but lack of funds. I?~Y c~rtaii
the weekend hours until new funds come in June. All other fac1ht1es Will be
open to the studtnts all day, seven days of week. These inclu~e the tennis
courts and the athletic fields next to them. Johnson Gym, With handball
courts, basketball courts, and other areas of the gym, will be open from 5-9
•

Fiesta kicks off to a sweet, Jazzy start

Bud man
hosts race

•

•

Medicine and other loans, grants
and scholarships are handled
through Student aids in Mesa Vista
Hall, he said.

Recreational facilities
remain open for summer

.

111

• • • • • CLIP AND MAIL THISCOUPONTODAY • • • • •

I I

Look! Up in the sky! It's a bird;
no, it's a plane; no, it's Budman!
Yes, ladies and gentlemen, the
masked man dressed in a red outfit
and bright blue cape is Budman,
alias Flo Gallegos, a meek mild·
mannered senior history major.
He is the Budweiser promoter for
the University and will be at the
Fiesta today handing out advertisements
for
Saturday's
Budweiser event.
Budman will be leading a threemile cross-country race, at 10 a.m .
at the north golf course.

LOBO photo by Ray Denonvllle

Students take advantage of free time between classes
and relax to the music of Fiesta '78

With the sweet smell of
marijuana drifting all the way to
Yale and Central, the 1978 UNM Fiesta kicked off the usual musical
festivities to the tune of "Little Red
Rooster."
Throwing out the first ball was
Antonio Mondragon, coordinator
of Chicano Student Services with a
speech that inspired waves of
applause from the audience,
Following Mondragon's
opening, the UNM jazz band
entertained an audience of more
than I ,000 persons with a highpitched resonance reminiscent of
the big band era.
The UNM jazz band, under the
baton-twirling leadership of Harold
Van Winkle, began with its own
special rendition of the theme from
the award-winning "Rocky."
While off-calnpus transients
swayed to the music, UNM
studentshappi\y partook of musical
activities as well as culinary offerings at more than a dozen
booths.
• Fiesta will continue today at II
a.m., featuring performances by
the Mariachi Nuevo Tapatio and
Sammy Candalaria.
Performances at the annual
UNM Fiesta, which is as old as
tradition itself, will continue until
10 p.m., weather permitting.

